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Overview of Project Euphonia

Personalized ASR

Measuring model performance



250M+ people worldwide who have 
non-standard speech can’t rely on 

speech technology today.



…So our research over the 
past several years has been 

centered around recording as 
much audio data as possible 
from participants who have 

non-standard speech.



● Research and Speech 
teams within Google 
began to work on this 
problem in 2018

Research and data collection began in 2018

Computer Mobile



Interacting with
others

Interacting with
technology

Home Automation
Stop the music.
Call Mom mobile.
Turn the bedroom lights on.
Close to front door.

Voice Access
A, B, C, D, E…
1, 2, 3, 4, 5….
Up, down...

Talking to a caregiver
I need to move.
Can you turn the TV on?
I want to go to bed.
I’m hungry.

Conversations
That food will never go bad.
I like reading books more than 
watching TV.
He told his mother a long story.

Each phrase we ask participants to record corresponds
to a key use case
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To date, we have over 1 million recordings from over 1,000 people



ALS-TDI Canadian Down Syndrome 
Society

CureDuchenne

LSVT Global MND Association Team Gleason



Personalized 
ASR Models

Personalized models 
reduced WER (word error 
rate) by over 75%

Users used personalized 
models for:

● Home automation
● Face to face 

conversation
● Dictation and 

emails
● Transactional 

interactions (asking 
for things)



https://www.google.com/url?q=https://docs.google.com/file/d/1xQSmdtZdnu6KkjdpipuowOajB_FQZDEL/preview?resourcekey%3D0-buDcbSze9sSKUZUEd7z7tg&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1663897400721218&usg=AOvVaw1DrzLPmUjsdss2TVCgdvJD


Focusing on 15 
speakers
Etiologies include:

● ALS
● Cerebral palsy
● Down Syndrome
● Multiple sclerosis

WER* is an order of magnitude 
higher than models evaluated 
on typical speech.

*WER = (Deletions + Insertions + Substitutions) / Total tokens
Word Accuracy = 1 - WER



Error Analysis

2 Speech Language Pathologists labeled 
3473 model transcriptions errors for:

● Error Type
● Error Severity Assessment

“Substantial” inter-annotator agreement as 
measured by Cohen’s kappa:

● Error Type 𝜅=0.64
● Error Severity 𝜅=0.69



BERTScore 

BERT is a contextual embedding model.

Comparing two sentences’ token 
embeddings, BERTScore is the 
maximization of cosine similarity.

We report FBERT, which is the F1 measure 
combining precision and recall from 
BERTScore.

Image from Bertscore paper https://arxiv.org/abs/1904.09675



Comparing metrics



BERTScore 
distinguishes Error 
Severity better

Metric BERTScore Word Accuracy

Std Dev 0.142 0.274

One-way ANOVA F=684*** F=209***

***(p<0.001)



BERTScore 
distinguishes Error 
Type better
BERTScore is more robust to normalization 
and contraction errors that do not change 
semantic meaning.

Metric BERTScore Word Accuracy

One-way ANOVA F=41.8*** F=9.45***

***(p<0.001)



BERTScore fits SLP 
error severity  
assessments better
Though both are Word Accuracy and FBERT 
are significant predictors or error severity 
assessment, FBERT is more predictive. This 
is evidenced by higher magnitude of 
coefficient and lower Akaike Information 
Criterion (AIC).

The Akaike information criterion (AIC) is an 
estimator of prediction error and thereby relative 
quality of statistical models for a given set of 
data.

Metric Coeff Std Err t value p value AIC

Word accuracy -2.52 0.144 -17.4 p<0.001 6733

FBERT  -10.87 0.380 -28.6 p<0.001 5854

Ordinal Logistic Regression Analysis



Conclusions

● When creating ASR models for individuals if atypical speech, conveying 
semantic meaning is the most important metric.

● Both metrics are significantly correlated with Error Type and Assessment, 
but BERTScore is a stronger predictor of Error Assessment. 

● BERTScore can be used in conjunction with WER to measure ASR models 
for speakers with disordered speech.



Thank you so much to our many participants and testers!!



Thank you.
More info
g.co/Euphonia
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